Introduction
============

Our understanding of various diseases has significantly improved in recent years, leading to the emergence of potential genetic and molecular therapeutic targets[@b1-ov-4-193] and resulting in various successful therapies for localized cancer. However, recurrent and metastatic diseases remain poorly responsive to current treatment modalities such as surgery, radiation therapy, and chemotherapy.[@b2-ov-4-193] Thus, an alternative approach, such as oncolytic virotherapy, has become an attractive treatment strategy.

Oncolytic viruses such as herpes simplex virus (HSV), adenovirus (Ads), Newcastle disease virus, reovirus, vesicular stomatitis virus, measles virus, vaccinia virus, and others can be genetically modified[@b3-ov-4-193],[@b4-ov-4-193] to exhibit multiple tumor-targeting mechanisms with anticancer properties.[@b5-ov-4-193] These viruses can target and undergo viral replication in neoplastic cells but not in normal cells. The viral progeny directly kill the tumor cell at the end of the lytic cycle and spread throughout the tumor by infecting the neighboring cells ([Figure 1](#f1-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}),[@b2-ov-4-193] thus amplifying the therapeutic transgene and enhancing the therapeutic efficacy by eradicating the tumor. These characteristics make oncolytic viruses an appealing treatment modality.

However, results from the last decade of clinical trials with oncolytic viruses such as Ad Onyx-015[@b6-ov-4-193] and CG7870[@b7-ov-4-193] have shown that the systemically delivered viral therapeutic doses have shown poor antitumor effects as well as raised some safety concerns.[@b8-ov-4-193]--[@b10-ov-4-193] The majority of the clinical trials have been delivered by direct intratumoral injection against primary solid tumors. Systemic administration by intravenous (IV) injection has produced few successful cases with Newcastle disease virus strains (PV701 and OV001) and reovirus (Reolysin).[@b8-ov-4-193],[@b11-ov-4-193]--[@b14-ov-4-193] There are several factors that can affect gene delivery through viral infection.[@b15-ov-4-193] One such obstacle exists due to the preexisting immunity against viruses in general and adenoviruses in particular that blunts the therapeutic potential. After IV delivery, adenoviruses bind with antibodies, complement, and blood cells, each restricting the viruses' efficiency. Additionally, after injection, the viral progeny must spread in the microenvironment of the tumor, which is hampered by the increased interstitial fluid pressure that arises due to the leaky vasculature and the lack of functional lymphatics.[@b15-ov-4-193]--[@b17-ov-4-193] A large portion of the dose from the intratumoral injection is lost immediately due to the imprecise nature of the injection and poor penetration of the viruses that reside in the needle tract.[@b11-ov-4-193],[@b18-ov-4-193] Additional factors such as chaotic microvasculature, distribution of blood flow, dense stromal barriers, interstitial transport, and neutralization antibodies in the extracellular matrix can also limit the interstitial penetration of the viruses.[@b15-ov-4-193],[@b19-ov-4-193],[@b20-ov-4-193] These factors warrant repeated injections of high volumes in an attempt to achieve uniform distribution of the viruses.[@b11-ov-4-193] Finally, viral vectors such as HSV may exhibit further limitation in infection and spread to neighboring cells due to their size being larger than the space between fibers in the extracellular matrix.[@b11-ov-4-193],[@b20-ov-4-193],[@b21-ov-4-193] Thus, to overcome these challenges, there is a need to enhance the antitumor efficacy and to overcome the aforementioned limitations. Hence, site-directed delivery of viruses or drugs remains one of the biggest challenges in treatment of solid tumors.

Since the 1940s, ultrasonic energy has been used for diagnostic (imaging) and therapeutic (physical therapy) purposes.[@b22-ov-4-193] In recent years, a new therapeutic application is being explored for drug or gene delivery. There are two types of effects being produced depending on the energy delivered by ultrasound (US). High US intensities can produce a thermal effect allowing for the absorption of heat due to acoustic energy by tissues, which is employed by high-intensity focused ultrasound surgery or US-based physiotherapy.[@b23-ov-4-193] Alternatively, low-intensity US is nonharmful and can elicit biological effects such as cavitation, mechanical streaming, and radiation forces which are beneficial in wound healing or US-mediated delivery.[@b23-ov-4-193] These biological effects have been implicated in the formation of temporary pores in the plasma membrane and the vasculature, thereby allowing the diffusion or extravasation of the drug or gene at the sonoporation site.[@b11-ov-4-193],[@b23-ov-4-193],[@b24-ov-4-193] US efficiency is further potentiated by using US contrast agents (UCAs) or microbubbles (MBs) as drug or gene vectors that were originally developed for medical imaging.[@b11-ov-4-193] This noninvasive, safe, and effective delivery technique has been shown to increase the efficiency of gene expression from nonviral vectors such as plasmids[@b25-ov-4-193]--[@b27-ov-4-193] and viral vectors such as retroviruses,[@b28-ov-4-193] adenoviruses,[@b29-ov-4-193]--[@b31-ov-4-193] adeno-associated viruses,[@b32-ov-4-193] and oncolytic viruses.[@b15-ov-4-193],[@b29-ov-4-193],[@b33-ov-4-193]--[@b35-ov-4-193]

Ultrasound
==========

Sound travels in waves that emanate from a source and transport energy due to the motion of the molecules. US starts at a frequency of 20 kHz, which is outside of the human audible range. It can be used for diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Most medical equipment operates in the frequency range between 1 and 15 MHz. The interaction between US and tissue is the basis of US imaging.

US uses a transducer that emanates US waves which pass through the body. The high crests and low troughs represent the specific amplitude which corresponds to the peak compressional and peak rarefactional values. These ultrasonic waves are impeded or reflected back by the organs and tissues they encounter. This echo or reflected wave is returned to the transducer, and this is converted by the computer into an image of the organ or tissue being examined.[@b36-ov-4-193] During the reflection, some energy (acoustic or ultrasonic energy) is transferred or attenuated from the ultrasonic wave by absorption in the form of heat or by scattering, where the energy is scattered several times back and forth before being diminished by absorption. This is dependent on the density of the medium. For example, liquid such as blood has negligible attenuation, thus it is difficult to image.[@b37-ov-4-193] The image developed also depends on the speed of the reflected sound waves. The acoustic waves travel at different speeds through different medium, the fastest through bone and slowest through air, so that it can be interpreted by the computer as different types of tissue. Most therapeutic applications such as physical therapy, high-frequency focused US, and ablation operate at 1 MHz, while diagnostic applications such as echocardiography and abdominal and gynecological US operate at 2.5 and 7.5 MHz.[@b36-ov-4-193]

The interaction of US with bubbles or a pocket of gas occurring in a liquid or liquid-like substance is called cavitation.[@b36-ov-4-193] Under ultrasonic stimulation, the bubble oscillates and pulsates differently at different ultrasonic pressure amplitudes. Below 0.1 MPa, the cavitation of the bubble pulsates (changes radius) linearly about its equilibrium state, it is called stable or noninertial cavitation;[@b38-ov-4-193] while at higher amplitudes (approximately 1.5 MPa), the pulsation of the bubble becomes nonlinear that stimulates a large change in the radius of the bubble. When the bubble undergoes a large expansion followed by a violent collapse due to the inertia of the inrushing liquid, it is called inertial or transient cavitation that may result in high temperatures during implosions and highly reactive free radicals may be generated.[@b36-ov-4-193],[@b38-ov-4-193] The minimum threshold required for inertial cavitation or adverse nonthermal biological effect when exposed to diagnostic US is called mechanical index (MI).[@b37-ov-4-193],[@b38-ov-4-193] US exposure can be divided into three modes with UCAs, low MI, normal MI, and high MI. Low MI is considered around 0.1, while normal MI is considered between 0.2 and 0.7. High MI is considered to be between 0.8 and 1.9, which is considered the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) limit.[@b36-ov-4-193]

Microbubbles
============

The primary purpose of UCAs is to enhance the echogenicity of blood. Doppler is good at showing the location and motion of the rapidly flowing blood, it fails to highlight diagnostic problems such as capillary perfusion.[@b38-ov-4-193] UCAs were developed for echocardiographic imaging to differentiate blood and the surrounding tissues by the acoustic activity or impedance, whereby MBs expands and contracts (oscillate), or ruptures, in response to US.[@b23-ov-4-193],[@b39-ov-4-193],[@b40-ov-4-193]

UCAs or MBs are gas-filled microspheres (1--10 µm in diameter) encapsulated by a biocompatible stabilized shell.[@b23-ov-4-193],[@b41-ov-4-193] The gas core is usually filled with high-molecular-weight inert gases like perfluorocarbons or sulfur hexafluoride, which decreases the solubility and diffusion of the gas, thus increasing the life span of the MBs within the circulation. The gas core can be surrounded by protein (albumin), lipid, surfactant, or biocompatible polymer shell. For example, albumin-coated MBs are formed from human serum albumin in the presence of air. The albumin shell is held together through disulfide bonds between cysteine residues formed during cavitation.[@b42-ov-4-193] Covalent cross-linking may explain the rigidity of the albumin shells.[@b43-ov-4-193],[@b44-ov-4-193]

MBs are capable of unobstructed movement through the vasculature, including the capillaries, after IV administration.[@b45-ov-4-193] The ideal MB diameter is between 2.5 and 4 µm. This is small enough to prevent entrapment within the pulmonary capillary bed (ranging from 5 to 8 µm in diameter), but big enough to capture and protect viral vectors such as Ads from the environment.[@b29-ov-4-193] UCAs or MBs lower the threshold for cavitation by US energy, allowing for the use of FDA-approved US devices.

MBs are typically manufactured by mechanical agitation, sonication, and microfluidic methods to engineer precise size distributions.[@b43-ov-4-193],[@b46-ov-4-193],[@b47-ov-4-193] Some popular MBs described in this review are SonoVue (SV) and Artison MBs. SV (Bracco Imaging SpA, Milan, Italy) is a UCA that is based on aqueous suspension of stabilized sulfur hexafluoride MBs. It is reconstituted from a lyophilisate with saline. Mean diameter of the MBs are 2.5 µm, with more than 90% of the bubbles smaller than 8 µm. After reconstitution, it is stable for hours and even days at room temperature. Sulfur hexafluoride is a very safe gas and is eliminated from the blood via the lungs in minutes.[@b48-ov-4-193] Artison MBs (Artisan Corp) are 2.5 µm in diameter and are composed of a lipid shell with a perfluorocarbon gas core. The MBs are at a stock concentration of 13×10^8^ MBs/mL.[@b49-ov-4-193] These MBs are very echogenic and resonate like a musical instrument.[@b50-ov-4-193],[@b51-ov-4-193] These oscillations increase the cell permeability resulting in transient pores ([Figure 2](#f2-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}) in the cell membranes and the opening of tight junctions in endothelial cells[@b52-ov-4-193]--[@b56-ov-4-193] facilitating the delivery of drugs into the cell.[@b57-ov-4-193]--[@b59-ov-4-193] This transient pore formation is called sonoporation.[@b23-ov-4-193]

The typical FDA-approved dose of MBs for a patient is approximately 10^9^--10^10^ MBs given for a 1--2 mL bolus IV injection.[@b51-ov-4-193],[@b60-ov-4-193] Unlike conventional MBs, a site-directed contrast agent can be designed specifically to enhance both target-specificity and drug delivery capabilities.[@b61-ov-4-193] The physical and chemical design of UCAs can be manipulated such that synthetic surfactant, tuning of size, composition, degradability, surface properties, and biofunctionality[@b62-ov-4-193] can be optimized for incorporating genetic and nongenetic material into the MB. [Figure 3](#f3-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"} summarizes some of these different approaches that can be taken to make MBs incorporating drugs. The advantages of this approach are that US-targeted MBs release the drugs upon cavitation and deliver the drug locally into the tumor site. This is called US-targeted MB destruction. Upon interaction with the US, MBs may explode or cavitate imparting a ballistic-like effect, driving the drug from the vasculature into or through the vessel wall. Thus the therapeutic potential of drug delivery and drug action is increased.

Microbubble and cell interactions
=================================

MBs oscillate in the presence of US, and the resulting changes in the MB causes biological effects on the surrounding vascular membrane or plasma membrane of cells. When MBs oscillate near the plasma membrane, it leads to the phenomena called "push and pull" and "microbubble jetting".[@b63-ov-4-193]--[@b65-ov-4-193] At low acoustic amplitudes, MBs expand and push against the cell membrane causing the membrane to be pulled apart. Alternatively, when MBs contract they pull the cell membrane toward the MB. When MBs attach to the cell membrane, they create enough shear to rupture the membrane due to fluid streaming around the oscillating bubbles.[@b23-ov-4-193] This phenomenon is called microstreaming. In contrast, when the MBs experience inertial cavitation, the resulting shock wave leads to pore formation.[@b66-ov-4-193] [Figure 4](#f4-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"} shows the MBs undergoing the abovementioned changes during US stimulation resulting in MBs entering into the cell.[@b23-ov-4-193],[@b66-ov-4-193],[@b67-ov-4-193] At higher acoustic amplitudes, microjets can cause shear stress on the cell membrane and create transient, nonlethal holes in the plasma membrane, through which a drug or gene is able to diffuse.[@b45-ov-4-193]

Pore formation is essential for US-mediated delivery. Scanning electron microscopy studies have shown that US causes pores that range in size from 30 to 100 nm and up to a few micrometers ([Figure 2](#f2-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}).[@b23-ov-4-193],[@b68-ov-4-193] Flow cytometry studies with the 75 nm sized fluorescent nanospheres have confirmed the formation of pores on the membrane.[@b23-ov-4-193] The pores have a transient character and reseal quickly after a few seconds[@b69-ov-4-193] or minutes[@b70-ov-4-193] by an endogenous vesicle-based healing response[@b68-ov-4-193] with the aid of Ca^2+^ and ATP.[@b57-ov-4-193],[@b71-ov-4-193] The development of pores is limited to the cell membrane, and most reports indicate that it does not affect the nucleus apparently because the highly viscous cytoplasm prevents its direct perturbations.[@b68-ov-4-193],[@b72-ov-4-193] The pore closure time has been estimated at 5 seconds after the US stimulation by flow cytometry and patch clamp experiments.[@b23-ov-4-193],[@b59-ov-4-193],[@b73-ov-4-193]

Some studies have reported the generation of intracellular reactive oxygen species following US that may contribute to the permeabilization of the membrane without affecting cell viability.[@b45-ov-4-193],[@b72-ov-4-193],[@b74-ov-4-193],[@b75-ov-4-193] Some have also reported the involvement of intracellular calcium entrance in active transport mechanisms, such as clathrin-mediated endocytosis and phagocytosis in the uptake of MBs,[@b57-ov-4-193],[@b76-ov-4-193]--[@b78-ov-4-193] and the fusion of lipid-based MBs with the phospholipid cell membrane.[@b45-ov-4-193] Several studies have suggested that hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~) production after sonoporation could be related to the cavitation phenomenon.[@b75-ov-4-193],[@b79-ov-4-193],[@b80-ov-4-193] US affects the electrophysiological cell activities by modulating the ion-channel conductance and mechanical stress-associated stretch activated channels.[@b81-ov-4-193] In addition to the effects on a cellular level, UTMD affects the microvasculature too. It has been shown that UTMD transiently increases capillary permeability. Depending on US energy, MB concentration, and duration of treatment, this phenomenon can even lead to hemorrhage.[@b72-ov-4-193]

Delivery of oncolytic virus mediated by ultrasound and microbubbles (in vitro)
==============================================================================

Most in vitro studies on the delivery of oncolytic viruses have been performed using cells in a monolayer and a few studies cells in suspension. Okunaga et al[@b11-ov-4-193] and Shintani et al[@b15-ov-4-193] have demonstrated in vitro the effects of US with MB delivery of the HSV type-1 (HSV-1) oncolytic viruses R849[@b15-ov-4-193] and RH2[@b11-ov-4-193] in human oral squamous cell carcinoma SAS cells[@b11-ov-4-193],[@b15-ov-4-193] and Vero monkey kidney cells. They used Artison MBs that have a lipid shell filled with perfluorocarbon gas to enhance the uptake of HSV-1 viruses and formation of plaques. They demonstrated after a period of viral absorption, an increase in the uptake of HSV-1 and plaque number with a 10-seconds US exposure. The plaque number was 3.6-fold greater in US-treated cells than the control.[@b11-ov-4-193] US with MB showed a further increase by 4.6-fold in the number of plaques. Prolonging the exposure showed decreasing effect that may result from disruption of cell viability or virus integrity ([Figure 5](#f5-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}).[@b11-ov-4-193],[@b15-ov-4-193] US exposure can also affect the cell morphology and cell viability by causing heat. Heat production mostly depends on the intensity, duty cycle, and duration of US exposure. Intensity at 2.0 W/cm^2^ and higher is known to cause cell damage.[@b15-ov-4-193] US and MB studies are normally performed below intensity of 2.0 W/cm^2^; as such there has been no study that has observed any detrimental effects on virus stability and replication.

The aforementioned in vitro studies have limited clinical relevance given the challenges observed in a solid tumor environment.[@b34-ov-4-193],[@b79-ov-4-193],[@b82-ov-4-193],[@b83-ov-4-193] Bazan-Peregrino et al[@b34-ov-4-193] developed a tumor-mimicking flow vessel model for breast cancer BT-474 cells with flowing oncolytic AdEHE2F-Luc, which expresses the luciferase as a transgene to mimic perfusion for testing the extravasation of the drugs into a tissue-mimicking material. They demonstrated that the viral particle content increased 2-fold in the presence of stable cavitation and 4-fold in inertial cavitation of SV MBs with real-time polymerase chain reaction. They also analyzed luciferase transgene expression 24-hours after the delivery of the viral particles and US. They demonstrated a 10-fold increase in luciferase expression induced by stable cavitation and a 200-fold increase induced by inertial cavitation. They also performed a viral distribution study and found that the number of infected cells around the vessels increased more for inertial cavitation (60 times) than stable cavitation (10 times) in the direction of the US beam up to 2 mm away from the vessel-like structure. Finally, cell viability was also observed after transfection with AdEHE2F-Luc following US, which demonstrated no significant cell death by virotherapy for stable cavitation, while inertial cavitation demonstrated 55% cell death in the tumor-mimicking flow-vessel model.[@b34-ov-4-193]

Their experiments show that US could have little to no effect on cell viability under ordinary conditions and significant increase in the uptake of adsorbed viral particles by US with MBs. Bazan-Peregrino et al[@b34-ov-4-193] demonstrated the penetration of the oncolytic virus away from the vessel-like structure and that inertial cavitation is far more effective than stable cavitation in enhancing the delivery, distribution, and efficacy of oncolytic viruses. However, there are limitations even with this model as it does not accurately depict extracellular matrix or the high interstitial fluid pressure that acts as a barrier to tumor drug delivery in vivo. Finally, an immune response against the virus that is always activated following IV injection[@b34-ov-4-193] cannot be accounted for by this model.

Intratumoral delivery of oncolytic virus mediated by ultrasound and microbubbles (in vivo)
==========================================================================================

Intratumoral injections versus IV injections have their own benefits and limitations, and we will discuss them further. We will first explore the effects of intratumoral injections of oncolytic virus in combination with MBs and US. Previous studies conducted by Takaoka et al,[@b84-ov-4-193] Carlisle et al,[@b33-ov-4-193] and Greco et al[@b29-ov-4-193] have demonstrated that when oncolytic viruses are injected directly in a tumor, the expression of the oncolytic virus is limited to a portion of the tumor even if the injected volume is sufficient to cover the entire tumor. In order to circumvent the limitation of viral distribution observed, Okunaga et al[@b11-ov-4-193] have demonstrated the effects of HSV-1 RH2 viruses in combination with US and MBs in BALB/c nude mice bearing human squamous cell carcinoma SAS tumor xenografts. Okunaga et al[@b11-ov-4-193] have shown an increase in the viral titer from 2.3×10^4^ for the control to 4.38×10^4^ PFU (plaque-forming unit) (RH2 viruses with US group) at the sonoporated tumor site delivered without MBs. However, injections of RH2 viruses mixed with MBs and subsequent exposure to 10 seconds US showed an increase in viral titer to 10.5×10^4^ PFU per tumor. Okunaga et al[@b11-ov-4-193] also determined the tumor size in 24 days following treatment with RH2 viruses with MB and US in comparison to the control or RH2 viruses and US group and found the tumor size to be significantly suppressed, indicating the enhancing effect of US in the presence of MBs ([Figure 6](#f6-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, Bazan-Peregrino et al[@b10-ov-4-193] also tested the intratumoral delivery of Ad-GFP (green fluorescent protein) coinjected with MBs with US. They demonstrated that following the application of US, tumors showed elevated level (6.5-fold increase) and improved spatial distribution (5-fold increase) of the viral transgene expression, relative to the tumor that did not receive any US. Thus, it can be inferred that the cavitation event of the MB in the presence of US can enhance transgene expression of Ad by improving its bioavailability and intratumoral biodistribution.[@b10-ov-4-193]

As previously noted, intratumoral delivery efficiency is limited as the oncolytic viruses do not spread throughout the tumor and are mostly relegated to the injection tract sites. The microenvironment of the tumors allows some of the injected viruses to wash out during the process of binding to the cell surfaces and entering blood vessels, thereby reducing the antitumor activities of the injected oncolytic viruses.[@b84-ov-4-193] Inactivating antibodies can sequester and inactivate the injected viruses, thus lowering their potential. To investigate whether US could increase the number of infected cells, Okunaga et al[@b11-ov-4-193] measured the viral antigen positive area. They observed that tumors treated with US and MBs showed greater antigen-positive area than those treated with RH2 viruses only, thus demonstrating that more cells were inoculated with HSV-1 RH2 viruses by US, which replicated at the tumor site,[@b11-ov-4-193] and thereby improving the overall efficacy of intratumoral injections.

Intravenous delivery of oncolytic virus mediated by ultrasound and microbubbles (in vivo)
=========================================================================================

No systemic delivery system exists that can enhance infection of Ads by more than a factor of six, regardless of the genetic and chemical modifications of viral capsid[@b85-ov-4-193],[@b86-ov-4-193] or the vascular permeabilizing protein[@b87-ov-4-193] being used.[@b10-ov-4-193] This is due to the chaotic and tortuous nature of tumor-associated vessels, which results in the tumor supply being highly heterogeneous, leaving many regions poorly perfused even though enhanced permeability and retention effect in tumor vasculature assists the uptake of oncolytic viruses passively.[@b86-ov-4-193],[@b88-ov-4-193] This makes the delivery of oncolytic viruses nonuniform and its efficacy difficult to predict.[@b89-ov-4-193],[@b90-ov-4-193] Finally, Ad clearance is rapid with less than 0.5% of the dose still circulating at 30 minutes.[@b33-ov-4-193] Thus, there is a pressing need to enhance the delivery of oncolytic virus into the tumor.[@b10-ov-4-193] Several studies were carried out to prove that US-mediated MB delivery of oncolytic viruses could overcome the factors that limit their clinical efficacy.[@b10-ov-4-193],[@b29-ov-4-193],[@b33-ov-4-193]

The first study on systemic MB-assisted and US-mediated oncolytic viral delivery was carried out by Greco et al,[@b29-ov-4-193] in which conditionally replicative Ad under the progression-elevated gene-3 promoter (*PEG-3*) carrying the therapeutic gene melanoma differentiation associated gene-7/interleukin-24 (*mda-7*/*IL-24*), the *Ad.PEG-E1A-mda-7*, or cancer terminator virus (CTV) was delivered by a Targeson lyophilized lipid-encapsulated perfluorocarbon MBs/UCA to xenografted human prostate cancers DU145 and therapy-resistant DU-Bcl-xL in nude mice. In this work, it was demonstrated that the US/MB delivery system efficiently targeted Ad-GFP only to the sonoporated tumors. No other organs were infected with Ad-GFP ([Figure 7](#f7-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}). A complete eradication of the CTV.mda7+ MB + US treated tumors on the right flank was observed ([Figure 8](#f8-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, a dramatic reduction in tumor size was also observed for the Ad.mda-7/IL-24+ MB + US treated tumors on the right flank ([Figure 8](#f8-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}). Oddly, the left flank or nontreated tumor also showed reduction in tumor size due the expression of protein mda-7, a cytokine ([Figure 8](#f8-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}). It was also worth noting that the effect observed using the systemic MB/US approach with CTV.mda-7 greatly exceeded that observed following intratumoral injection with CTV.mda-7.[@b29-ov-4-193] US in combination with the MBs greatly increased the expression of mda7 in the sonoporated tumor in comparison to the non-treated tumor ([Figure 8](#f8-ov-4-193){ref-type="fig"}). The aforementioned study showed the impressive therapeutic potential of the CTV oncolytic virus delivered by MB and targeted by US; however, no information regarding the underlying US mechanism, quantification of the accumulation, and spatial distribution of the oncolytic virus was reported.

Bazan-Peregrino et al[@b10-ov-4-193] answered these questions with the delivery of another oncolytic virus, the AdEHE2F-Luc virus, in combination with US and MBs, to estrogen receptor positive ZR75.1 human breast cancer xenograft tumors. They reported that stable cavitation of MBs at 360 kPa of US did not result in any luciferase expression, but inertial cavitation with 1.2 MPa significantly raised the luciferase expression in comparison to untreated tumors. This showed that the virus extravasated and infected the cancer cells. They also showed that hotspots of luminescence appeared in tumors exposed to 1.2 MPa of focused US, which suggested that the luciferase transgene was expressed only in the tumor demonstrating the specificity of combining US and oncolytic virus. They demonstrated that the MB/US delivery system could enhance the IV delivery system of an oncolytic Ad into the tumor up to 50-fold. Similarly, Carlisle et al[@b33-ov-4-193] demonstrated that following the IV injection of polymer-coated (stealth) luciferase Ad (PC-Ad) with SV MBs and US, the luciferase expression increased 20-fold by day 2 and 30-fold by day 3. This dramatic change shows an increase in virus activity and an improved access to low pH and hypoxic environments.[@b33-ov-4-193],[@b91-ov-4-193] The AdEHE2F-luc in vivo study by Carlisle et al[@b33-ov-4-193] showed a statistically significant higher luciferase expression (400-fold) and higher virus genome content (200-fold) in the PC-Ad with MBs and US group compared to all the other treatment groups. Conversely, tumors treated with PC-Ad and SV MBs, but without US showed staining of the virus at the vasculature, while tumors treated with PC-Ad and SV MBs and US showed viral staining at more than 100 µm from the vasculature, thereby demonstrating the increased penetration potential of viruses by US and MBs. Both Bazan-Peregrino et al[@b10-ov-4-193] and Carlisle et al[@b33-ov-4-193] demonstrated that US and SV MBs produced no increase in the total amount of oncolytic viruses entering the tumors treated with US or non-US tumors with just 0.08% of dose accumulating with or without US and SV MBs. Thus, US-induced enhancements of oncolytic virus activity can result from improved intratumoral spread/bioavailability as there is no increase in the total amount of oncolytic viruses entering the tumor.[@b10-ov-4-193] It is commonly believed that without US, a plateau in the number of Ads in tumor xenografts is reached suggesting that both initial dose and distribution of Ad ultimately determine the tumor's fate. However, enhanced uptake and penetration of PC-Ad and SV MBs with US provides a method to break through this plateau unhindered by spatial or resource restrictions, thereby allowing for lower doses of virus needed to achieve tumor growth retardation.[@b33-ov-4-193]

Conclusion: state of art
========================

Bazan-Peregrino et al[@b10-ov-4-193] found that the half-life of the MBs in the bloodstream is approximately 80 seconds, which interestingly is similar to the half-life of the oncolytic adenovirus that is approximately 120 seconds.[@b10-ov-4-193] The immunogenic nature of human Ads and most oncolytic viruses limits its use to intratumoral injection route in gene transfer. Ad transfection is further hampered by the fluctuating presence of coxsackie and adenovirus receptor and integrins on the cell surface. To circumvent these limitations, a novel approach was developed in Dr Claudio's lab, wherein viruses are encapsulated inside the shell of a lyophilized lipid-encapsulated perfluorocarbon MB/UCA, which acts as delivery vehicle for a site-specific gene or viral release and transfer system. Greco et al[@b29-ov-4-193] have clearly shown the advantage of this type of delivery system in an immune-deficient mice model. The MBs encapsulating the Ads are capable of protecting the Ads from degradation by the immune system and was proven by Dash et al[@b92-ov-4-193] in an immune-competent animal study. The benefit of this approach is that any viral species could be potentially protected from the immune system until US is applied, resulting in the complete tumor infection and maximizing its antitumor properties. This new technology allows for the use of the IV route, which was once considered problematic, as MBs protect the viral payload from rapid degradation by the host's immune system, thus bringing new hope to the frontier of gene therapy and its use in clinical settings.

Most other studies have coinjected MBs with oncolytic viruses, thereby exploiting the cavitation and penetration properties of the MBs. However, the biggest disadvantage of this distinct approach is that the oncolytic viruses that are systemically administered do not have protection from the immune system and will be degraded before they reach the tumor. The benefit of focusing US at the diseased site is to cause the cavitation of MBs that imparts a ballistic or shock-wave-like effect, which enhances the uptake of incorporated drugs. It is believed that oscillating MBs and other acoustic forces induce gaps between endothelial cells,[@b93-ov-4-193],[@b94-ov-4-193] thus allowing for extravasation of molecules/drugs through the blood vessels to the specific tissue.[@b95-ov-4-193] The time window of extravasation is dependent on the extravasating molecules rather than the gap size.[@b96-ov-4-193] These drugs are delivered at a lower concentration, yet they achieve therapeutic effect. We have tried to emphasize the potential of site-specific therapeutics to cancer treatment.

US is an inexpensive, noninvasive, and readily available modality. However, US-mediated delivery is still in its infancy. There are still challenges that need to be overcome in order to improve its efficiency and clinical translation. Viruses and DNA plasmids that are taken up by the cells need to overcome the cell machinery such as escape from the endosome system and need to be transported to the nucleus in order to be effective.[@b23-ov-4-193] Additionally, US-mediated delivery is limited to predetermined/diagnosed site of the disease or metastasis. Unseen metastasis cannot be treated unless the drug that is coupled with this delivery system has a residual/complementary effect or is triggered after primary delivery. Multiple diseased sites can also be treated with US-mediated delivery if an infusion of the MBs and drug is administered rather than a bolus injection.

MBs are ever evolving as there are different targeting ligands being incorporated into acoustically active materials for cell-specific delivery.[@b51-ov-4-193] These ligands are being designed to target different diseased organs, clots, cancerous cells, and angiogenesis. Thus US-mediated delivery could represent an endless benefit to the field of medicine and cancer therapeutics.

However, inertial cavitation of MBs leads to some unavoidable collateral damage,[@b97-ov-4-193],[@b98-ov-4-193] such as microvascular leakage accompanied by capillary damage, and erythrocyte extravasation with resulting edema and inflammation.[@b38-ov-4-193],[@b47-ov-4-193],[@b96-ov-4-193] Therefore, further studies are required before US-mediated gene or viral delivery will be ready for clinical trials. Successful studies using immune-competent animals are also required in order to demonstrate the potential clinical use of this delivery system. To date there have only been a limited number of oncolytic viruses which were studied in conjunction with US-mediated MB delivery. This delivery approach can also be generally applied to all other viral species to significantly enhance their therapeutic efficacy and circumvent the known barriers.
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![Schematic diagram of the cancer-selective killing efficacy of oncolytic Ads.\
**Notes:** Replication-competent oncolytic Ads specifically kill neoplastic cells at the end of their lytic cycle, while sparing normal cells. The viral progeny then spread throughout a tumor, subsequently infecting and lysing surrounding cancer cells, and ultimately eliciting improved antitumor effects compared with nonreplicating Ads. Importantly, the amplification and propagation of therapeutic genes carried by the replicating viruses into neighboring tumor cells highlight the potential of replicating virus-based therapy. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: *Cancer Gene Ther*. Choi IK, Yun CO. Recent developments in oncolytic adenovirus-based immunotherapeutic agents for use against metastatic cancers. 20(2):70--76. Copyright 2013.[@b2-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviation:** Ads, adenoviruses.](ov-4-193Fig1){#f1-ov-4-193}

![Scanning electron microscopic images of HL-60 cells exposed to US in the presence of MBs.\
**Notes:** Scanning electron microscopic images of HL-60 cells exposed to US in the presence of MBs (**A**--**D**), irradiated with US alone (**F**) or untreated (**E**). Reproduced with permission from Tinkov S, Bekeredjian R, Winter G, Coester C. Microbubbles as ultrasound triggered drug carriers. *J Pharm Sci*. 2009;98:1935--1961 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.[@b72-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviations:** MBs, microbubbles; US, ultrasound.](ov-4-193Fig2){#f2-ov-4-193}

![MB structure classes and drug-load localizations (in red).\
**Notes:** (**A**) Attachment to the outer shell surface, (**B**) intercalation between monolayer phospholipids, (**C**) incorporation in a layer of oil, (**D**) complexes with smaller particles (secondary carriers), (**E**) physical encapsulation in a polymer layer (gray) and coating with biocompatible material (yellow), (**F**) surface loading of protein-shelled MBs, (**G**) entire volume loading of protein-shelled MBs. Reproduced with permission from Tinkov S, Bekeredjian R, Winter G, Coester C. Microbubbles as ultrasound triggered drug carriers. *J Pharm Sci*. 2009;98:1935--1961.[@b72-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviation:** MBs, microbubbles.](ov-4-193Fig3){#f3-ov-4-193}

![Sonoporation mechanisms by microbubbles.\
**Notes:** Sonoporation occurs when microbubbles are in close proximity to the cells. The interaction between microbubble and cell membrane creates transient pores by (**A**) acoustic microstreaming associated with stable cavitation, (**B**) bubble oscillations, (**C**) shock waves created by inertial cavitation and lastly, (**D**) microjet formation that punctures pores in the phospholipid bilayer or membrane of a cell.](ov-4-193Fig4){#f4-ov-4-193}

![Effects of US on HSV type-1 plaque formation.\
**Notes:** SAS cells were inoculated with 100 plaque-forming units of RH2 and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. Thereafter, cells were exposed to US at an intensity 1 W/cm^2^ and a 20% duty cycle for 10--60 seconds in the presence or absence of MBs at room temperature. The cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline to remove any unbound virus and covered with medium containing methylcellulose. For the plaque assay, these cells were cultured at 37°C for approximately 48 hours. Data are mean ± SD of six determinations. \**P*\>0.01 significantly different from the control. Reprinted by permission from Macmillian Publishers Ltd: *Cancer Gene Ther*. Okunaga S, Takasu A, Meshii N, et al. Ultrasound as a method to enhance antitumor ability of oncolytic herpes simplex virus for head and neck cancer. 22(3):163--168. Copyright 2015.[@b11-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviations:** HSV, herpes simplex virus; MB, microbubble; SD, standard deviation; US, ultrasound.](ov-4-193Fig5){#f5-ov-4-193}

![Effects of HSV-1 RH2 and US on the growth of oral SCC xenografts in nude mice.\
**Notes:** Nude mouse tumors were injected with HSV-1 RH2 with or without MBs and then exposed to US. Control animals were given phosphate-buffered saline intratumorally instead of HSV-1. The experimental groups were as follows: untreated control, RH2 injection only (RH2), RH2 injection and US exposure (RH2+ US), and RH2 and MBs injection and US exposure (RH2+ MB + US). Tumor volumes were measured during the experiment. Data are the mean ± SD of four tumors in each group. \**P*\<0.05, \*\**P*\<01. Reprinted by permission from Macmillian Publishers Ltd: *Cancer Gene Ther*. Okunaga S, Takasu A, Meshii N, et al. Ultrasound as a method to enhance antitumor ability of oncolytic herpes simplex virus for head and neck cancer. 22(3):163--168. Copyright 2015.[@b11-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviations:** HSV-1, herpes simplex virus type-1; MB, microbubble; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; SD, standard deviation; US, ultrasound.](ov-4-193Fig6){#f6-ov-4-193}

![Western blot analysis of Ad-GFP/microbubble-transduced DU-145 tumor xenografts.\
**Notes:** Immunoblot showing the expression levels of GFP in DU-145 cells, following US-targeted microbubble/Ad transduction of GFP at 96 hours. Only the tumor on the right flank was sonoporated for 10 minutes, resulting in the delivery and expression of GFP. The left tumor, heart, lung, liver, and kidney were negative for GFP expression. Purified glutathione-*S*-transferase--GFP was used as a positive control. Protein gel loading was normalized using β-actin as a control. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: *Mol Ther*. Greco A, Di Benedetto A, Howard CM, et al. Eradication of therapy-resistant human prostate tumors using an ultrasound-guided site-specific cancer terminator virus delivery approach. 18(2):295--306. Copyright 2010.[@b29-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviations:** Ad, adenoviruses; GFP, green fluorescent protein; US, ultrasound.](ov-4-193Fig7){#f7-ov-4-193}

![Growth curves and Western blot analysis of large DU-145 and DU-Bcl-xL tumor xenografts treated with microbubble encapsulated Ad-GFP, Ad.mda-7, or CTV (Ad.PEG-E1A-mda-7) and treated with US in the right tumor.\
**Notes:** Subcutaneous tumor xenografts from DU-145 and DU-Bcl-xL were established in athymic nude mice in both right and left flanks, and only tumors on the right side were sonoporated following tail vein injection of the indicated microbubble/Ad complexes during a course of 4 weeks. Tumor treatments were initiated when tumors reached a size of 250--350 mm^3^. Asterisks point at treatment times. (**A**) Measurement of GFP-treated DU-145 tumor volumes. The data represent mean ± SD with at least five mice in each group. (**B**) Measurement of Ad.mda-7-treated DU-145 tumor volumes. The data represent mean ± SD with at least seven mice in each group. (**C**) Measurement of CTV-treated DU-145 tumor volumes. The data represent mean ± SD with at least seven mice in each group. (**D**) Western blot analysis of protein extracts from representative DU-145 tumor samples treated with Ad.mda-7 or CTV. The immunoblot was reacted with anti-MDA-7/IL-24. Arrowheads point at the various glycosylated forms of MDA-7/IL-24. Protein gel loading was normalized using anti-GAPDH as a control. (**E**) Measurement of GFP-treated DU-Bcl-xL tumor volumes. The data represent mean ± SD, with at least five mice in each group. (**F**) Measurement of Ad.mda-7-treated DU-Bcl-xL tumor volumes. The data represent mean ± SD, with at least seven mice in each group. (**G**) Measurement of CTV-treated DU-Bcl-xL tumor volumes. The data represent mean ± SD with at least seven mice in each group. (**H**) Western blot analysis of protein extracts from representative DU-Bcl-xL tumor samples treated with Ad.mda-7 or CTV. The immunoblot was reacted with anti-MDA-7/IL-24. Arrowheads point at the various glycosylated forms of MDA-7/IL-24. Protein gel loading was normalized using anti-GAPDH as a control. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: *Mol Ther*. Greco A, Di Benedetto A, Howard CM, et al. Eradication of therapy-resistant human prostate tumors using an ultrasound-guided site-specific cancer terminator virus delivery approach. 18(2):295--306. Copyright 2010.[@b29-ov-4-193]\
**Abbreviations:** Ad, adenovirus; ave, average; CTV, cancer terminator virus; GFP, green fluorescent protein; SD, standard deviation; US, ultrasound.](ov-4-193Fig8){#f8-ov-4-193}
